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Many tourists who visit Paris wish they could discover the real France, the hidden France they have read
about in novels and seen in paintings at museums. They would like to visit charming villages, meet "real"
French people and savor traditional French cuisine. But how to do it? And, for that matter, does this
authentic France still exist? That real France, la France profonde, does exist. Having lived for many years in
Paris and speaking fluent French, I know the country well. I love France and the French people and have
written this book to share what I have learned. You can follow along as I describe my walks on sections of
the 180,000-kilometer network of blazed trails crisscrossing France.
In the first nine chapters of this book I recount the experiences I have had walking in nine very distinct
regions of France. Individual chapters are devoted to Auvergne, Finistère--the westernmost part of Brittany,
Alsace, the Cévennes Mountains, Provence, Rouergue, the Loire Valley, Emblavez and a section of the
pilgrimage trail to Santiago de Compostela--the Way of Saint James.
Much of On the Trail in France is devoted to unexpectedly encountering total strangers, enjoying French
food and wine, appreciating nature in all its beauty and fury and exploring the French--and other--languages.
I met many unforgettable characters, young and old, named and nameless. Elderly raconteurs in Auvergne
and Provence. A saucy waitress in Alsace. Precocious children in Finistère and Provence. A Schoolmaster
who wanted American pen-pals for his students. A bilingual lady novelist in the Gare de l'Est. Monsieur
Prouff, always showing up in a different guise. A modern troubadour. Savvy businesswomen and sleepy
soldiers. Students and chefs. Goatherds and dopers. A publican who was a painter. Winemakers and snail
wranglers. A phony artist. Penniless pilgrims. They all pass through these pages. And I even had a brief
encounter with a serial killer--without learning of his crimes until a year afterwards.
It is almost impossible to write about France without writing about food, and it is through food that we may
acquire an understanding of the elusive French character that both intrigues and thwarts us. It is through food
that we may grasp the meaning of one of the defining characteristics of France, the mysterious notion of
terroir, which I translate as "the soul of the soil." During my walks I ate peasant fare at rough-hewn tables
and gourmet cuisine in elegant dining rooms. Steaks and game. Morels and bilberries. Snails and skate.
Jerusalem artichokes. Dishes with exotic names: pounti, far, bäckeofe, kouign aman, landjäger, pommes
tapées. And who can know France without knowing her cheeses? I savored Munster and Pélardons and
Cabicous, tommes and fourmes and pavés.
I drank lambic apple brandy in Finistère and neya sussa wine less than a week old in Alsace. A beer brewed
from buckwheat. I even tracked down a wine called Clinton.
Visitors may be surprised at the diversity of languages, dialects and cultures evoked in these pages. I met
people who could shift effortlessly from French into Breton, Alsatian, Occitan or Provençal. I even
discovered one of the world's least-known languages, Welche, that has nothing to do with Wales.
On the Trail in France is a welcome guide for anyone in good health who practices recreational walking and
desires to learn more about France and the French. It is my hope that these chapters will not only entertain
and inform but encourage readers to venture off the beaten track to discover the human and natural treasures
awaiting them. To start you on your way, I have included a compendium of practical information in a
separate chapter entitled "Your Walk on the Trail in France."
As an additional enticement, I have included more than forty photographs illustrating some of the sights I
saw...on the trail in France.
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From reader reviews:

Marian Jackson:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And
you have time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They should answer that question
mainly because just their can do that will. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes,
it is appropriate. Because start from on pre-school until university need this particular On the Trail in France
to read.

Michael Alvarado:

Often the book On the Trail in France will bring you to definitely the new experience of reading a new book.
The author style to clarify the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book you just read, this book
very suited to you. The book On the Trail in France is much recommended to you to study. You can also get
the e-book from the official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Bernetta Smith:

This On the Trail in France is great publication for you because the content that is full of information for you
who always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it information
accurately using great manage word or we can say no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but tricky core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having On the Trail in France in your hand
like obtaining the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no reserve that offer
you world throughout ten or fifteen minute right but this book already do that. So , this is good reading book.
Hi Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt in which?

Annetta Doucette:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
concern was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. So you
know that little person just like reading or as reading become their hobby. You have to know that reading is
very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update regarding something by book. A
substantial number of sorts of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is niagra On the Trail
in France.
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